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Empowering Underrepresented Citizens of Charlotte-Mecklenburg with a 
Voice and Role in Municipal Stormwater Program Goals 
 
Abstract  
 
In our research study “Our Voice Our Water” focused on community engagement and 
stormwater knowledge within three communities in Charlotte, NC.  A goal of our study sought to 
address the linkages between stormwater and trash, litter, and/or illicit discharges. The 
neighborhoods selected were historically underserved communities of Historic Washington 
Heights, Lincoln Heights, and Northwood Estates. Primary research objectives included: 1) 
Applied research techniques by Johnson C. Smith University faculty, Rising Solutions, PLLC 
staff, and an AmeriCorps Member were implemented to access the behaviors and knowledge of 
stormwater issues with community citizens. Community members were encouraged to “Be 
Heard” by sharing their knowledge and perspectives. Research techniques included focus groups, 
surveys, and stream indexing. 2) The 3-1-1 Call Center Data was evaluated to gain a historic 
understanding of the citizens’ concerns and follow up actions by Charlotte Mecklenburg. 3) 
Engagement with neighborhood leaders and citizens to build community trust and understanding 
through education and outreach opportunities as well as community meetings. The “3-1-1, 
Having a Voice Workshop”, was a model to provide opportunities for citizens to have a voice by 
expressing concerns which, in turn, helps to build relationships, two-way communication, and 
enhance trust. The “Neighborhood Empowerment Model” was a powerful result of the research, 
it enabled us to create a new systematic approach to engage with stakeholders and communities.   
These purposeful interactions with neighborhood leaders and city and county municipalities-built 
community trust and understanding through education and outreach opportunities as well as 
increased community stream and residential cleanups.  
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1. Introduction  
1.1  The Historic West End Communities 

 
For generations neighborhoods within the Historic West End Communities and their leaders have 
faced challenges like school desegregation, the often-violent struggle to gain civil rights, the 
highways that split their communities, and the crime, drugs, and economic stagnation that 
followed.  Many of Charlotte’s historic black communities have been erased forcibly from the 
landscape by urban renewal policies in the 1970’s and the city’s economic expansion during the 
1980’s and 1990’s, but the Historic West End communities has survived largely intact. The 
Historic West End stands today as one of Charlotte’s only surviving intact concentration of black 
communities, and it is filled with a rich history.  
 
Within this Historic West End corridor are the historical communities of Washington Heights, 
Lincoln Heights, and Northwood Estates, which were selected to participate in this study. With 
the support of these community leaders 1) Historic Washington Heights, President: Ms. Mattie 
Marshall, 2) Lincoln Heights, President: Ms. Thelma Byers-Bailey, and 3) Northwood Estates, 
President: Mr. Ronald Ross the research team was able create a successful research project 
interacting with community citizens. These neighborhoods are prime examples of how planning 
“around” and not “together with” these communities have left large numbers of vulnerable 
residents behind in an otherwise prospering city.  
 

 
Figure	1.	Community	Leaders	

 
Prior to this project, the Historic West End Communities have been focused on (re)building 
social and economic capital in communities that have experienced disinvestment and the 
concentration effect of poverty. Noting the communities selected in this study, represent resilient 
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communities with a strong sense for equity, strong determination for community empowerment, 
and community leadership with rich community capital.  

1.2  The Mission  
 
Municipalities are required to implement projects routinely to reduce the impact of stormwater 
runoff on the water quality of receiving streams, interact with citizens to provide outreach and 
education, and provide field services. There is a need to acquire an understanding of the unique 
challenges and interests of the constituents within underserved, marginalized, and/or low- or 
fixed- income neighborhoods while developing applied methodologies for building two-way 
communications and trust.  
 
We examined how stormwater services are provided to community citizens who would benefit 
with a stronger community-municipal relationship. The research provided active involvement 
that developed understanding, built water quality awareness, and implemented strategic measures 
within communities in Charlotte-Mecklenburg with engaged citizens, while achieving program 
goals, improving water quality, and enhancing community-municipal partnerships. It built 
understanding by gaining knowledge and perspective from community members and provided an 
opportunity for more comprehensive community engagement with on-going participation for 
improvements within community neighborhoods, increased quality of life, and yielding benefits 
for individuals and families through water quality awareness.  The opportunity to foster 
understanding and build relationships enabled a two-way communication for implementing local 
illicit discharge detection and positive interactions during field services. This research was 
conducted through Johnson C. Smith University (JCSU) in collaboration with the Regional 
Stormwater Partnership of the Carolinas (RSPC). 
 

1.3  Objectives   
 
The overall project objective was to provide active involvement that would develop 
understanding, build water quality awareness, and implement strategic measures within 
communities in Charlotte – Mecklenburg to engage citizens, break barriers (i.e., mistrust, one-
way communication), and address the linkages between stormwater and trash, litter, and/or illicit 
discharges. The project created a collaborative framework with local citizens to improve their 
communities by decreasing litter, trash and illicit discharges through citizen education and 
involvement for developing awareness and changing behavior.  It assisted Historic Washington 
Heights, Historic Lincoln Heights, and Northwood Estate Neighborhood Associations in making 
a difference in their neighborhoods going beyond a research project into cooperative actions that 
ensure community engagement and improve quality of life for years to come.  
 
Primary research objectives included:  
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1. Gaining a historic understanding of the citizens’ concerns and follow up actions by 
Charlotte Mecklenburg.  

2. Implementing applied research techniques to access the behaviors and knowledge of 
stormwater issues with community citizens.	

3. Engagement with neighborhood leaders and citizens to create an understanding of 
stormwater issues while building two-way communications and community trust of 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Stormwater Services.	

a. A community informational seminar was held to provide an opportunity for 
community members and local city and county staff to have a dialogue on the best 
practices moving forward and to recognize all the progress made together during 
this project.  	

4. Implementing projects and initiatives with citizens’ involvement to ensure continuation 
of collaborations past the research period.	

5. Disseminating strategic models and results to stormwater professionals. 

2. Methods 
2.1  Research Approach 

 
As a research team, a mixed methods approach was applied to provide a comprehensive 
assessment of environmental engagement, and community knowledge around stormwater and its 
impact. We also desired to get community perceptions of current city and county municipalities 
and their function within their respective neighborhoods. Our project engaged residents of the 
communities of Historic Washington Heights, Lincoln Heights, and Northwood Estates 
communities. This project was grounded in community identified issues and inclusive of a broad 
group of neighborhood residents.  
 

 
2.2  Community Based Framework  

 
In reviewing a scholarly framework, the research team engaged in a Community-Based 
Participatory Research (CBPR) Framework. This research framework is designed and driven by 
the needs of the community.  The research CBPR was an approach that equally involved 
partnership of the public, community stakeholders, local government, nonprofit agencies, and 
civic groups to address a community-identified problem. The research conducted grounded in 
genuine and authentic collaboration between community citizens and municipal agencies along 
with academic partners. In addressing the community needs for this project, there was a 
concentrated effort to build trust and transparency over time towards establishing a foundation 
for effective collaboration of all stakeholders including researchers, community entities, and 
community members.   
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2.3  Research Process 
 
Research elements and topics for shared discernment were how to manage communication 
challenges in communities due to language or cultural barriers; possible mistrust of municipal 
agency staff; misunderstanding of stormwater concepts; and a lack of salience of pollution issues 
to residents’ daily lives. An example of misunderstanding shown by research is that less than 
one-third of citizens know that while domestic wastewater is treated prior to entering waterways, 
in most cases urban stormwater is not treated, and that they are carried via different pipes (Dean, 
A.J., et. al, 2016). Charlotte-Mecklenburg is an example of an area where stormwater is carried 
in separate pipes and goes straight into the waterways, making it powerful to have education 
include how litter enters streams through the storm drains. We used this fact as well as other 
stormwater issues to bring awareness and interest to the citizens and engage with them while 
focusing on building trust in empowering them to use their knowledge. We addressed these 
challenges by creating new frameworks by linking theory (Daft & Lengel, 1984,1986) to practice 
in a sequential pattern toward adopting behavior change as shown in Figure 1 (Scott, C. et al., 
2013).  
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure	2.	Information	Diffusion	Process	

As the project objective was to provide active involvement that would develop understanding, 
build water quality awareness, and implement applied techniques; effectiveness came by teaming 
with the community via Johnson C. Smith University (JCSU). This project directly aligns with 
and supports the commitment JCSU has to the Historic West End communities.  Under the 
guidance of Dr. Patterson, Assistant Professor of Interdisciplinary Studies as the Principal 
Investigator (PI); Ms. Daisha Williams, an AmeriCorps service member, supported activities 
around this research project throughout the duration of the grant cycle. Activities included data 
collection for focus groups, survey implementation, stream indexing research, as well as the 
coordination of public outreach and education initiatives. The research team of JCSU, Rising 
Solutions, PLLC, and AmeriCorps Service Member participated in neighborhood meetings and 
events as part of their engagement process. The methodology and approach to the project was 
flexible and modified as needed to best to address community members’ needs. Given the 
participatory nature of the project; changes were made due to the impact of COVID-19 during 

Awareness Interest Trial Evaluation Adoption
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the research period (i.e., undergraduate student involvement, in-person surveys and meetings, 
and structure of volunteer events). 
 

2.4  Research Objectives Methodology 
 
The research team expected this project to lead to better community health and sustainability by 
directly addressing stormwater quality in the creeks, reducing pollution and trash in specific 
targeted areas, resident awareness of environmental issues in their neighborhood, and equipping 
residents with tools and information about environmental pollution. The research methodology 
specifics in meeting the project objectives included: 
 
• Gain a historic understanding of the citizens’ concerns and follow up actions by 

Charlotte Mecklenburg.  
o The CharMeck 3-1-1 Call Center data was evaluated to understand types of issues 

community members are reporting to the city as it relates to stormwater, 
environmental pollution and degradation.  

§ January 2018- March 2020 	
§ April 2020- January 2021 	

• Implementing applied research techniques to access the behaviors and knowledge of 
stormwater issues with community citizens. 

o Understanding community cultural perspectives and municipal stormwater program 
initiatives through open communications to gain citizens’ perspectives and insights 
to priorities. 

§ Three focus groups  
§ Three citizens' surveys  

o Stream indexing of litter impacts for an initial (baseline), mid-point, and final 
evaluations developed. 

• Engagement with neighborhood leaders and citizens to create an understanding of 
stormwater issues while building two-way communications and community trust of 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Stormwater Services. 

o Six neighborhood leadership planned educational outreach opportunities. 
o Six project developed stormwater focused volunteer participation events. 

§ Stream cleanups 
§ Stormwater drain cleanup and marking 

o A community informational seminar to provide an opportunity for community 
members and local city and county staff to have a dialogue with two-way 
communication. 	

§ “3-1-1, Having A Voice Workshop” 	
• Implementing projects and initiatives with citizens’ involvement to ensure 

continuation of collaborations past the research period.	
o Community Engagement Group focused on Stormwater Issues and Concerns 	

§ Community Planning Grants	
o Charlotte–Mecklenburg Stormwater Services planned continued volunteer events 

within the neighborhoods. 	
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• Disseminating strategic models and results to stormwater professionals.  
o Water Resources Research Institute 
o Conference presentations to stormwater professionals 
o Conference presentations to Academia  	
o Community Members 	

§ Community Participation Grant 
o Reports and presentations to project partners 

 
2.5  Stream Assessment Method 

 
Rising Solutions and an AmeriCorps member conducted stream indexing at four locations—one 
upstream of the neighborhoods, two within neighborhoods, and one downstream of the 
neighborhoods. The upstream and downstream sites were indexed at the beginning of the project 
(October 2020) and post-project (August 2022). The park site within Washington Heights (LC 
Coleman Park) was indexed both at the beginning (October 2020), end of the project (September 
2021), and post-project (August 2022). The elementary school site within Lincoln Heights was 
indexed at the beginning (October 2020), mid-project (January 2021), end of project (September 
2021) and twice post-project (March 2022 and August 2022). Indexing the stream initially and at 
the post-project were used to help measure the impact of this study on behavior. Indexing the 
stream upstream of the neighborhoods, within the neighborhoods, and downstream of the 
neighborhoods was a way of understanding the sources of litter.  
 
The stream sites were chosen in collaboration with Mecklenburg County’s staff to ensure safety 
and accessibility standards are met. Proximity to locations of interest to the community were 
identified by discussions. Those included were near the JSCU track, sites from previous stream 
clean-ups, near outfalls from a main road (as the amount of litter on the streets has been shared 
by community members to be noticeably higher), and near locations where the community often 
engages such as schools, parks, and churches. The upstream site was at a church, near 
Northwood Estates. The sites within the research neighborhoods were at a school and a park. The 
downstream site was at JCSU. These four sites are shown on the map in Figure 3. 
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Figure	3.	Map	of	Stream	Indexing	Sites	

 
The site indexing was completed in alignment with the Surface Water Ambient Monitoring 
Program Rapid Trash Assessment Worksheet. It assessed level of trash, actual number of trash 
items found within a 100-foot stream reach, threat to aquatic life, threat to human life, illegal 
dumping/littering, and accumulation (Moore, S., et al., 2007). City of Charlotte Housing and 
Neighborhood Services along with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services teams were 
consulted to determine if their experience in the Charlotte area provided insight on any 
modifications to the published method.  
 
A red string with length of 100 feet was used to mark the stream assessment length and was 
removed after each assessment as shown in Figure 4a. The level of trash was a first glance 
assessment aligning well with how a citizen’s perception is formed. The actual number of trash 
items were tallied into categories when optimal (<10 pieces), suboptimal (11-50 pieces), or 
marginal (51-100 pieces). In the cases when the level of trash was poor (>100 pieces), tallying 
was not possible as shown in Figure 4b. The assessment included the streambed area (even if 
dry) as well as the bank (entire area sloping down to the streambed). In some places, the sloping 
bank hill was more than 20 feet up (Figure 5a) and others it was only a few feet (Figure 5b).  
 
Threat to aquatic life was rated as optimal to poor. Optimal rating for aquatic life required only 
paper/wood waste without high prevalent of rapidly biodegradable things such as food that cause 
high oxygen demand. A suboptimal rating required that there be <10 transportable, buoyant 
pieces of trash (such as plastics and Styrofoam),but could have settable trash like glass and metal 
as long as they were small. Marginal threat to aquatic life was rated when the transportable 
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pieces was 10-50 and/or the settable trash was large. When a poor rating was given, it was due to 
excessive transportable pieces, toxic items (such as paint), large yard waste clumps, or excessive 
glass/metal.  
 
When rating for threat to humans, optimal required no evidence of bacteria or virus hazard, 
ponded water for mosquitos, puncture hazards (such as broken glass). The rating dropped to 
suboptimal with 0-10 punctured hazards, dropped to marginal with any one bacteria or virus 
hazard and/or 10-50 puncture hazards and dropped to poor with >1 bacteria or virus hazard 
and/or >50 puncture hazards.  
 
Illegal dumping and littering were also rated. For illegal dumping, even 1 large item (such as a 
mattress) dropped the rating to marginal and >1 to poor, while optimal rating required no 
evidence and suboptimal rating was given with evidence of a small amount of paper dumping. 
For illegal littering, litter counts were given particular attention if they were sourced from the 
adjacent land such as being at the spot the road cross or on the parking lot side of the stream—
suboptimal:<10 pieces, marginal:10-50 pieces, poor:>50 pieces. Accumulation was a little more 
subjective determining if it seemed to have come from upstream. One site (the elementary 
school) had a dry creek bed and obviously illegal dumping which made it clearly non-
accumulation. Looking even further upstream from the assessment area, helped with this 
evaluation and determining if the stream had buoyant or only settable trash was taken into 
consideration.  
 
For all these categories the rating of optimal, suboptimal, marginal, and poor was further refined 
to a score. There was a point range for the rating—optimal (20-16), suboptimal (15-11), marginal 
(10-6), and poor (5-0). A single number was selected for the rating. For the case of illegal 
dumping and illegal littering they were combined to give one score between 20-0. The top score 
was thus 120.  
 
 

                         
A.Red String Marking 100 ft with Optimal Trash Level                    B..Poor Trash Level 

Figure	4.	Examples	from	stream	for	assessment	
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                    A.Long Steep Bank                                                      B.Short Shallow Bank  

Figure	5.	Example	of	bank	length/grade	variation	

 
2.6  Stream Clean-up and Storm Drain Marking Participation Events Methods 

 
During summer and fall months the research team created informational flyers to invite and 
encourage citizen participation in community stream clean-ups and storm drain labeling events 
(Appendix 3). The research team participated in six stream clean-up and storm drain labeling 
activities.  Four events were held with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services and two 
events were set-up directly with the initiative of Mr. Ron Ross as the Northwood Estates HOA 
President. Each of the events followed the current COVID-19 safety measures including limits to 
the number of participants. The sites for the clean-ups/storm drain markings were aligned with 
the sites for stream assessments and two additional sites within the Northwood Estates 
Neighborhood. The Figure 6 below shows the locations on a map as the blue church, yellow 
home, red school, and slide.  
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Figure	6.	Map	of	the	Stream	Clean-up	and	Storm	Drain	Marking	Event	locations.	

 
2.7  Focus Group Methods 

  
In conducting a deeper analysis of the Historic Northwest Communities, the research team 
elected to implement focus groups. Focus group interviewing is particularly suited for obtaining 
several perspectives about the same topic. The benefits of focus group research include gaining 
insights into people's shared understandings of everyday life and the ways in which individuals 
are influenced by others in a group situation. 
  
The framework for each of these focus group interviews was to share the individual perspective 
from each one of these historic communities in the study. A benefit of these focus group sessions 
provided an opportunity for members of their respected communities to share candid discussions 
about their community roles and experiences. Another benefit of the focus groups was that each 
of these interview sessions provided a platform for authentic conversations. This process enabled 
the research team to better assess the levels of knowledge, perceptions, and relative behaviors 
from members of the community. 
  
Participants of the focus group were recruited into the project through direct communication (in 
person meetings, emails, and phone calls) from their neighborhood associations.  Project 
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researcher attended neighborhood association meetings to inform community residents about the 
stormwater engagement project and recruited interested individuals as active participants.  As 
mentioned, our core goal was to empower community members with more control and 
information at the onset. As an effective strategy towards building trust as well as keeping 
community residents and leaders involved and engaged in project activities, workshops and 
events.  These focus groups were planned around the scheduled community meeting and 
provided another opportunity to engage further. Please see Appendix 5 for specific focus group 
questions used. 
 

2.8  Survey Methods 
 
There was a series of questions developed from discussions with citizens as well as historical 
data in the 3-1-1 call log which were incorporated into the community surveys. “Our Voice - Our 
Water Lincoln Heights, Northwood Estates, & Washington Heights Collaborations for Creating 
Voice in Order to Improve Surface Water Quality" survey was finalized to provide research data 
gathering (Appendix 4 – Survey Instrument). The survey was created to gather more quantitative 
feedback on the attitudes and behaviors of citizens in the designated communities. 
 
Administration of the survey was done at the beginning of the project, at the midpoint of the 
project period and a final assessment at the end of the project. The survey was created with both 
an English and Spanish version. The purpose of the survey was to get baseline data and 
information to gain understanding of communities' citizens’ perspectives of stormwater 
knowledge.  Paper surveys and postcards with survey website information (shown in Appendix 
3) was shared with community leaders and directly by the research team to the citizens. Emails 
with the online survey link were shared through community contact lists. Due to COVID-19 
restrictions and protocols we were limited in the response rate. The initial surveys were collected 
Summer 2020-Winter 2021. The midpoint surveys were done at volunteer participation events 
from Winter-Spring 2021 when COVID-19 restrictions were becoming more flexible allowing 
more engagement during survey data collection.  Third round (Final) survey implementation was 
done after the “3-1-1, Having a Voice Workshop” held on June 22, 2021. The Post Workshop 
Survey was conducted online to provide feedback on the workshop and further engage with 
learning citizens’ perspectives (Appendix 7).  As a comparison, 3,515 citizens within the Greater 
Charlotte Area were evaluated via one question about their awareness of litter on the ground 
making our creek and lake waters unclean and unsafe during the customer surveys at the 
Mecklenburg County Solid Waste Convenience Centers in 2019 and 2021. 
 

2.9  Data Analysis Methods for 3-1-1 calls	
 
CharMeck 3-1-1 is the City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County’s “one stop shop” customer 
service and information line for city and county services with direct access 24 
hours-a-day and seven-days-a-week.  The CharMeck 3-1-1 customer service line provides a 
direct connection designed to meet community needs; trash pick-up inquires, reports on a code 
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violation in certain neighborhoods, stray animals, etc. It provides citizens’ connections to 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services for billing inquiries and service requests for 
flooding, erosion, and storm drain blockage, which were the main points of focus for this report. 
 
Stormwater related calls through the 3-1-1 system by citizens in the following neighborhoods: 
Lincoln Heights, Washington Heights, Northwood Estates, and Wesley Heights were analyzed. 
The 3-1-1 data was acquired independently by NPA Emerald Requests & Open Portal and 
provided by the City of Charlotte for research analysis to understand community stormwater and 
illicit discharge concerns. The data regarding 3-1-1 calls from Northwood Estates was acquired 
from Charlotte NC Open Portal. The data was collected and evaluated for two intervals of time: 
1) January 2018 to March 2020 – prior to the research and 2) April 2020 to January 2021 – 
research project underway. 
 
This data analysis was completed to provide researchers with background knowledge about 
community concerns as it relates to stormwater and its impacts. All the data was analyzed, sifted, 
and sorted by categories of stormwater, pollutants, and illicit discharge concerns of the three 
partnered communities 
Table	1:	Analysis	Categories	for	3-1-1	Calls	(January	2018	to	March	2020)	

Categories of Concern Types of 3-1-1 Call Reports 
Blockage Reports of storm drains, stormwater pipes, ditches and streams 

that became blocked by sediment or debris. 
Construction Debris Reports of significant offsite sediment from a construction site or 

a site without perimeter measures like sediment fencing. 
Erosion Reports of severe streambank erosion that could pose a threat to a 

house, commercial building, driveway, public sidewalk, or street. 
Flooding Reports of flooding of a street, house, commercial building, 

driveway, furnace, air conditioner, or the interior of an accessory 
structure such as an attached garage. Important because flooding 
does not always mean problems with the storm drainage system. 

Illegal dumping in street Reports of citizens dumping or leaving trash in the street or 
roads. Also includes reports from citizens who have witnessed 
other citizens dumping oil, grease, and other illicit discharges 
into storm drains. 

Requests for street 
sweeping 

Reports from citizens to clear debris left in the street after a 
major storm events or general requests. 

Spilled garbage/recycling Reports from citizens about spilled garbage or recycling during 
pick up from solid waste services. 

Storm Drain damage Reports from citizens about storm drains being damaged. 
Tires Reports from citizens about tires left at sides of the streets, etc.  
Trash accumulation Reports from citizens regarding trash accumulation at residents’ 

homes, businesses, etc. 
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Table	2:	Additional	Analysis	Categories	for	3-1-1	Calls	(April	2020	to	January	2021)	

Categories of Concern Types of 3-1-1 Call Reports 
Bulky Item Pick Up Request Requests from citizens to pick up bulky items such as 

furniture, mattresses, etc. 
Bulky Items at Curb Reports of citizens calling in about bulky items left around 

residence homes, apartment complexes, businesses, etc. 
Missed Bulky Item Pick Up Reports from citizens about missed bulky item pick up 

requests from solid waste services. 
Missed Garbage Pick Up Reports from citizens about missed weekly garbage 

pickup from solid waste services. 
Missed Recycling Pick Up Reports from citizens about missed bi-weekly 

recycling pickup from solid waste services. 
Missed Yard Waste Pick up Reports from citizens about missed yard waste pickup from 

solid waste services. 
Spilled Garbage Reports from citizens about spilled garbage during pick 

up from solid waste services. 
Spilled Recycling Reports from citizens about spilled garbage during pick 

up from solid waste services. 
Trash Pick Up Request Requests for trash pickup after cleaning events or missed 

trash pickup. 
Junk Accumulation Reports from citizens regarding trash/junk accumulation at 

resident homes, business, sides of streets, etc. 
Stormwater Stormwater related reports and requests 
Clean Catch Basin Request Requests for storm drains to be cleared or cleaned. 
Citizen Feedback Reports of citizen feedback for a variety of categories to 

include complaints, compliments, general community 
concerns, etc. 

 
Calls that were deemed related to the project were put into the 3-1-1 Final Log which was 
categorized by neighborhood and type of call.  All these calls were then counted and summarized 
statistically in the 3-1-1 Statistical Analysis excel sheet, allowing for the breakdown of call type, 
frequency and percentage of cases closed. Calls that were deemed unrelated to the grant 
categories and its priorities were put into the 3-1-1 Miscellaneous Calls excel sheet and not 
analyzed. 
 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1  Primary Objectives Implemented During COVID-19  

 
Our project fostered community engagement and enhanced community-municipal partnerships to 
address linkages between stormwater and trash, litter and/or illicit discharges in the Charlotte NC 
Stormwater Consortium (SWC) member municipality. Knowledge and perspective from 
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community members were acquired through surveys, meetings, participation at volunteer events, 
and focus groups. The project provided opportunities for comprehensive community engagement 
at six neighborhood leadership planned educational outreach opportunities and six stormwater-
focused volunteer participation events developed by project participants. The project also 
enabled stormwater professionals to create a collaborative framework with Johnson C. Smith 
University (JCSU), the Regional Stormwater Partnership of the Carolinas (RSPC), and Rising 
Solutions, PLLC.  
 
As a research team our intent was to hold a series of educational workshops, community 
engagement activities and focus groups over the course of the two-year project with residents in 
the community. We were able to attend in-person neighborhood meetings with both Lincoln 
Heights (August 29, 2019) and Northwood Estates (March 9, 2020) early in the project. After our 
first community stream clean-up activity, held on March 14th, 2020, near Washington Heights, 
the nation went on pandemic lock down due to COVID-19. Our research team was not able to 
launch our combined community kick off; residents all were home bound. Therefore, we had to 
re-evaluate and rethink our approach to accomplishing the objectives of our grant.  
 
The research team had taken the time while developing the project proposal to truly engage the 
leaders of these communities in getting their initial thoughts and ideas about our project 
objectives. However, many of those thoughts and ideas needed to be adjusted as our concern 
became the wellness of those residents in our West End communities. As a research team, we 
began considering different ways to engage residents but more importantly meet them where 
they were during this very difficult time.  With the push from a very resilient research team and 
collaboration of strong communities, we were successful in meeting our goals for this grant. We 
were able during this pandemic to host and coordinate six different stream clean-up and storm 
drain marking events at locations within our three designated communities, label over 600 storm 
drains, successfully collect over 250 bags of trash and engage over 175 volunteers in these 
stormwater activities. We also met our objectives of getting data from surveys around 
stormwater knowledge and concerns. Ultimately, we were successful in hosting a virtual “3-1-1, 
Having a Voice Workshop” as an education forum for the residents, community partners and 
stakeholders. The overall success of this event convened 83 participants which were 68 citizens 
representing the neighborhoods along with 11 City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County staff 
and four researchers. 
 

3.2  Communication and Community Meetings 
 
Our intent was to hold a series of meetings and discussion groups with each of our three 
designated communities. Our primary objectives implemented during COVID-19 was built 
around a continued progress in establishing stormwater dialogue. These dialogues were 
accomplished by numerous phone calls, zoom meetings and distanced meeting where members 
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of the community and the research team did engage in person, but practiced distance-engagement 
activities based on the feedback of the most recent CDC recommendations.  We continued to 
engage and build trust with Community Presidents of Washington Heights, Lincoln Heights, and 
Northwood Estates.  Collectively, we worked together with their leadership in coordinating 
activities and establishing dialogue with additional community members (Appendix 8). Members 
of the research team attended and participated in community meetings with Lincoln Heights and 
Northwood Estates in person pre-pandemic and were even able to help them stay connected with 
their neighbors in new ways after the pandemic had begun.  
 
The research team maintained constant communication with community presidents to reassess 
strategy and understand current issues affecting community members. The results of these 
individual and group outreach opportunities produced successful community engagement.  In 
addition, the research team was able to participate in outreach activities such as local food drives, 
holiday meals, and other community programs which provided opportunities to share purpose 
and objectives of the project, gain perspectives through completed surveys, and truly show that 
citizens’ concerns and priority were important to us. We participated in many meetings via zoom 
with community members and neighborhood leaders. In each of these meetings, researchers and 
community members have partnered to reassess strategy and better understanding of needs and 
concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 
3.3  Creation of “Our Voice, Our Water” Website   

 
To address the research objective to disseminate and plan implementation of lessons learned the 
website was created. We developed a platform and hub for community members to access 
information about the grant, current and past events, educational modules, and resources. 
Another goal of our virtual site was to provide capabilities for logging citizen involvement and 
for sharing their perspectives through completing a survey and/or participating within focus 
groups. The domain name “OurVoiceOurWater.com” was secured for the sustainability of the 
project to enable the creation of “Our Voice, Our Water” website for grant project: 
https://www.ourvoiceourwater.com/  (Figure 7).  
 
 
 
 
The website was also created to share educational modules for community members, teachers, 
and students to participate in as a means for education and outreach. Ms. Daisha Williams, 
AmeriCorps Member, developed several stormwater educational modules and videos for usage 
in providing educational outreach activities: 

• “What is stormwater?”  
• “What are stormwater pollutants?” 
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Figure	7.	Project	Website:	OurVoiceOurWater.com	

 
 

3.4  Stream Indexing Results and Discussion	
 
The 10 stream assessments ranged across the stream (upstream, 2 within, and downstream of the 
neighborhoods) and time (initial, mid project, end of project, and post-project). For each 
category (level of trash, actual number, threat to aquatic, threat to human, illegal dumping, illegal 
littering, and accumulation) the site received a score. For illegal dumping and illegal littering, the 
best was a 10 and the worse was a 0, but for comparison purpose with all the other categories 
(which range from 20 to 0) the scores have been doubled. Additionally, the score has been 
translated into a rating of optimal, sub-optimal, marginal, or poor. All four sites were included in 
the initial and post project indexing and the scores, and ratings are shown in Figure 8for initial 
and Figure 10 for post. Figure 9 and Figure 11 show the scores for each category stacked to 
highlight the total score initially and post project respectively. 
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Figure	8:	Initial	Stream	Indexing	by	location	and	category	(*score	doubled	for	comparison	purposes)	

 
 

 
Figure	9.	Initial	Stream	Indexing	by	location	and	stacked	for	total	score	
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Figure	10.	Post	Project	Stream	Indexing	by	location	and	category	(*score	doubled	for	comparison	purposes)	

 
Figure	11.	Post	Project	Stream	Indexing	by	location	and	stacked	for	total	score	

 
As the initial scores for the 4 sites varied, it is important to look at each site individually. 
Upstream of the neighborhoods was assessed at the beginning and post project, the results of 
those assessments are show in Figure 12 compared to a top possible score if there was no litter. It 
is somewhat surprising to see the decrease in score especially considering the successful clean up 
held at this location during the project. Unfortunately, there was evidence of illegal dumping of 
11 paint cans causing a threat to humans and aquatic life by toxicity. Downstream of the 
neighborhoods was also assessed at the beginning and post project, the results of those 
assessments are show in Figure 13. At this site, there was a minor improvement in overall score. 
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Figure	12.	Across	Project	Stream	Indexing	at	church	upstream	of	neighborhoods	

 

 
Figure	13.	Across	Project	Stream	Indexing	down	stream	of	neighborhoods	at	Biddleville	Park	by	JSCU	Track	

	
	

Stream locations within the neighborhood were assessment more often than the upstream 
and downstream sites. The elementary school site was assessed the most times—4. This site 
started out with layers of illegally dumped trash bags including lower layers that had been there 
long enough to see significant break down of the biodegradable parts. The illegal dumping 
continued after the 1st clean-up in January 2020 making for another extensive clean up in March 
2022. The lasting success at this site became evident at the final assessment in August 2022 
when there were not illegally dumped trash bags. Unfortunately, there was still illegal littering 
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and dumping causing the score in all categories accept accumulation from upstream to remain 
poor with a score of 0. The litter count was now on the order of 100s, but that is a huge success 
compared to uncountability with layers of litter. While the rating system of the instrument used 
does not allow the significance of the change, pictures from the first and last assessment are 
included with the data in Figure 14 to give a glimpse of the impact. Also something observed 
with the assessments, but not noted by the instrument used in this project was the diligence of a 
citizen just up the street from this extremely littered stream site who was picking up the litter in a 
corner business parking lot, Figure 15. As we keep teaming together a hard sites, we will begin 
to see progress. The other site within the neighborhoods that was assessed was a local park and it 
is an example of the other side of the spectrum—a place that with a little work to get it cleaned 
up will remain clean even 2 years later, see Figure 16. But even places such as this cannot be 
neglected. At this specific site, during the August 2022 assessment litter while not to the stream 
yet was at the playground right near the stream. This may just require the trash can to be replaced 
as it was also noted to be missing. See Figure 17.  

 

	

Figure	14.	Across	Project	Stream	Indexing	at	Elementary	School	
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Figure	15.	Picture	of	Citizen	Picking-up	Litter	in	Business	Parking	Lot	near	Elementary	School	

	
	

	

Figure	16.	Across	Project	Stream	Indexing	at	LC	Coleman	Park	

	

Figure	17.	Litter	starting	to	accumulate	on	the	playground	by	stream	and	closest	trash	can	missing	
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3.5 Stream Clean-up and Storm Drain Marking Participation Events Results	
 
Four events were held with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Stormwater Services and two events were 
set-up directly through the initiative of Mr. Ron Ross as the Northwood Estates HOA President.  
Each of the events was a huge success in terms of participation and impact for stormwater 
management. A summary of the accomplishments by site included: 
. 

• JCSU Track downstream of neighborhoods: 500 Andrill Terrace (Mar 2020)	
o 44 participants	
o 60 bags of trash, tires and furniture	

	

 
Figure	18.	Stream	Volunteers	at	downstream	clean	stream	clean	up	

 
• Washington Heights Neighborhood Park: 1630 McDonald Street (Sept 2020)	

o 31 participants total: 20 stream participants and 11 storm drain participants	
o 50 bags of trash collected including 4 tires, a car seat, and four bikes (~ 1,500 lbs. 

of trash)	
o 89 storm drains marked	

 
Figure	19.	Washington	Heights	neighbors	working	on	the	storm	drains	near	their	homes	

• Northwood Estates Neighbor Canvasing (Nov 2020)	
o 4 participants	
o 30+ storm drains marked	
o Passed out yardwaste paper bags to neighbors	
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Figure	20.	Northwood	Estates	Canvassing	

 
• Lincoln Heights Elementary School: 1900 Newcastle Street (Jan 2021)	

o 29 participants total: 9 stream participants and 20 storm drain participants	
o 80 trash bags collected from stream as well as 6 mattresses and a hutch	
o 96 storm drains marked	
o 15 trash bags collected from storm drains	

  
Figure	21.	Stream	and	storm	drain	participants	hard	at	work	at	and	near	Lincoln	Heights	

• Northwood Estates Neighborhood Park: 1832 Griers Grove Road (Mar 2021)	
o 12 participants	
o 10 bags of trash, a tire, and a box fan	
o 10+ storm drains marked	

  
Figure	22.	Ron	Ross	together	with	friends	cleaning	the	stream	and	labeling	storm	drains	in	Northwood	Estates	
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• Church upstream of neighborhoods: 1321 Capps Hill Mine Road (Apr 2021)	
o 55 total participants: 27 stream participants and 28 storm drain marking 

participants	
o 75 trash bags, 18 tires, mattress (~ 2000 lbs. of trash)	
o 277 storm drains marked	

 
Figure	23.	Stream	and	Storm	drain	participants	working	at	church	site	

In addition to the successes during the stream clean up and storm-drain marking events, the 
Lincoln Heights Elementary School continued to be a place of progress and an example of 
building collaboration with citizens. During the event a neighbor spoke up about the potential 
source of illegal dumping with the research team member. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water 
Services coordinated: 1) The City of Charlotte Solid Waste Division for illegal dumping actions 
to follow-up with the business to help stop the dumping of bags of trash and 2) The Center for 
Employment Opportunity Work Crew to provide additional stream clean up at the site and 
removal of an additional 1.5 Tons of trash. 
 

3.5  Focus Group Results and Discussion 
  
Each of the planned focus groups sought to include a minimum of four to six residents along 
with members of the researcher team.  As a result of Covid-19 pandemic, the research team 
experienced limited participation within each of the community groups. However, the researcher 
team was successful in leveraging their cultural capital and community relationships. As a result, 
each community had minimum of three participants. The research team averaged about four 
participants from each local neighborhood. The impact of neighborhood association presidents 
was immeasurable in cultivating new partnerships for this project. The research team was able to 
identify residents who indicated a desire to volunteer as “community liaisons” as part of the 
research initiative. Focus group data was transcribed and coded for analysis using the Qualtrics 
software. The feedback yielded several main themes. The themes were further analyzed and 
compared to the survey and feedback from the online workshop. As a token of appreciation for 
their focus group participation, each member of the focus group was provided with a $10 gift 
card to Food Lion. 
 
In review of themes that surfaced from the focus groups, many of the major concerns in all the 
communities were around the issue of flooding. Several participants experienced flooding in 
their homes. In many cases, residents did not have flood insurance. Therefore, some experienced 
great loss and were not able to replace items. Themes developed from group interviews centered 
around the short-term and long-term effects of stormwater flooding to various streets and 
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sections of the community. Many questions surfaced around who (which municipality) was 
responsible for addressing these issues. Another theme was how could they as a community 
decrease the impact of flooding? Is it a matter of just clearing the storm drains? What methods or 
processes can be explored to reduce or remove the impact of flooding in the community. 
 
 

3.6  Survey Results and Discussion 
 
The data from the three administrations of the survey to the neighborhoods specific to this study 
as well as two administrations to the Greater Charlotte Area was analyzed via excel. The 
neighborhood specific surveys included   
 
In the beginning survey (Summer 2020-Winter 2021), we had 47 respondents. At the 
administration of survey during events (Spring 2021), there were 32 respondents. The end of 
study survey (Summer 2021) yielded 25 respondents.  Although number were lower than a pre-
pandemic proposal would have hoped, the data provided good insight into the understanding of 
community participants. The Mecklenburg County Solid Waste Convenience Centers’ customer 
survey yielded a larger set of data during 2019 (1,957 participants) and during 2021 (1,558 
participants) for one question; “Are you aware that litter on the ground can make our creek and 
lake waters unclean and unsafe?” 
 

  
Figure	24.	Surveying	a	stream	cleanup	event	as	well	as	solid	waste	convenience	center	

 The first four questions of the survey were demographic questions 1) Home Neighborhood, 2) 
Race/Ethnicity, 3) Age, and 4) Gender. Figure 25 shows the neighborhood of residency 
distribution for all survey participants. Nearly half of the survey responses came from residents 
of Lincoln Heights, 41% lived outside of the three main neighborhoods of this study, 6% were 
from Washington Heights, and 4% from Northwood Estates. Figure 26 shows for each 
neighborhood when the surveys were taken—Pre, Post, or during an Event. While the Pre and 
Post data did capture the perspectives of neighbors within Lincoln Heights, Washington Heights, 
and Northwood Estates, the event where surveys were performed (April 2021) instead captured 
the perspective of people from the greater Charlotte area who volunteered to help label storm 
drains and clean the stream in ways that benefit the neighborhoods included specifically in this 
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study. To better understanding the race/ethnicity demographic, the data was analyzed and 
graphed for all survey respondents (Figure 27) and only those who were residents of one of the 
three neighborhoods of focus in this study (Figure 28), which showed that an overwhelming 
majority (93%) of the neighbor respondents were African American/Black. A similar analysis 
was done for age distribution, Figure 29 and Figure 30. In addition, Figure 31 looks at each 
survey time (Pre, Post, and Event) to see the age of the participants at that time. This allowed 
insight into the fact that age likely effected participation at the stream/storm drain events—the 
participants within events were on average much younger than the team of neighbors within 
Washington Heights, Northwood Estates and especially Lincoln Heights. Figure 32 shows the 
gender of all survey respondents—62% identified themselves as female. 
 
 

 
Figure	25.	The	neighborhood	distribution	of	all	survey	participants	

 
 

 
Figure	26.	Graph	showing	when	neighborhoods	participated	in	the	survey	
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Figure	27.	Race/Ethnicity	for	all	survey	respondents	

 
Figure	28.Race/Ethnicity	for	Neighbor	Participants	
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Figure	29.	Age	distribution	of	all	survey	respondents	

	

Figure	30.	Age	distribution	of	neighbor	survey	respondents	
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Figure	31.	Age	of	respondents	organized	by	Pre,	Post,	and	Events	

	

Figure	32.	Gender	of	all	survey	respondents.	

 
Having a good understanding of the demographics of those surveyed, next is a review of their 
responses to the later questions on the survey. The full survey questions including the education 
lines preceding the actual questions are included in the appendix (only the question portion is 
included in the caption for brevity). Questions 5 and 6 asked about awareness of stormwater 
going directly into local waterways and the litter picked up by the stormwater can make it into 
our waterways resulting in cleanliness and safety concerns respectively. The responses for all 
survey respondents are show in Figure 33 and Figure 34 and in both cases 87% of the survey 
respondents were aware. 
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Figure	33.	All	respondents	to	Question	5	“Are	you	aware	that	water	that	flows	into	storm	drains	from	impervious	surfaces,	such	

as	roads	and	sidewalks,	typically	goes	directly	to	creeks,	ponds,	and	lakes?	

 
Figure	34.	All	respondents	to	question	6	“Are	you	aware	that	litter	on	the	ground	picked	up	by	stormwater	can	make	our	

streams	and	lakes	unclean	and	unsafe?”	

 
The next few questions covered a variety of stormwater related research interests. Question 7 
gauged respondents for the level of their concern about stormwater infrastructure and the 
potential problems if broken. 69% of respondents were very concerned as shown in Figure 35. 
Bulk waste was the topic for Question 8 and 88% of respondents were aware of the need to 
schedule bulky waste pickup, Figure 36. Question 9 asked respondents if flooding was an issue 
in their neighborhood, Figure 37, and 87% responded that it was an issue; aligning well with the 
91% response rate of moderately to very concerned about stormwater infrastructure breaking in 
Question 7. Question 10 helped us to understand their experience with flooding while living in 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg and 13% of respondents had experienced property damage due to 
flooding, Figure 38.  
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Figure	35.	All	respondents	to	Question	7:	How	concerned	are	you	about	broken	stormwater	infrastructure	and	the	problems	

associated	with	it,	such	as	the	potential	for	localized	flooding	and	erosion?	

 
Figure	36.	All	respondents	to	Question	8:	Are	you	aware	that	bulky	waste	must	be	scheduled	for	collection	and	items	placed	at	
the	curb	without	scheduling	with	CharMeck	311	or	Solid	Waste	Services	WILL	NOT	be	collected,	causing	trash	accumulation?	

 
Figure	37.	All	respondents	to	Question	9:	Would	you	consider	flooding	an	issue	in	your	neighborhood?	
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Figure	38.	All	respondents	to	Question	10:	Have	you	experienced	property	damage	due	to	flooding	while	living	in	Charlotte-

Mecklenburg?	

 
Having covered several topics related to storm water, the next question (11) asked how they 
would feel motivated to get involved to help reduce stormwater pollution. Figure 39 shows the 
results. The most common response (50%) was that they would like to know more about how 
their actions would have a positive impact on reducing surface water pollution. Another 26% 
(12% + 14%) would be motivated by knowing plenty of details about the work and time 
commitment with the assurance that it would take less than 2 hours. 
 

 
Figure	39.	All	respondents	to	Question	11:	Which	of	the	following	would	motivate	you	the	MOST	to	volunteer	to	help	reduce	

surface	water	pollution?	
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The survey included 10 Likert scale statements asking about the respondents' agreement with 
statements about concern with stormwater pollution, yard and pet waste, 3-1-1, willingness to 
help with community cleanup days, and trust in the municipality to provide services fairly. The 
results for all respondents are shown in Table 3. 
 

Table	3.	Distribution	of	All	Reponses	to	Likert	Question	12	

  
Strongly 
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

1 
I am concerned about the impacts 
from stormwater pollution on my 
local drinking water sources. 

80% 15% 3% 2% 0% 

2 
I am concerned about the impacts of 
stormwater pollution on my ability to 
enjoy local creeks for recreational 
purposes. 

60% 25% 12% 3% 0% 

3 I am concerned about the amount of 
litter and trash in my neighborhood. 67% 18% 9% 6% 0% 

4 
I am aware of persistent 
environmental issues in my 
neighborhood. 

41% 32% 21% 5% 0% 

5 

It is important to collect leaves and 
other yard waste for curbside 
collection or composting, rather than 
allow it to be swept up by 
stormwater. 

71% 22% 5% 1% 0% 

6 
It is important for people to pick up 
after their pets to ensure pet waste 
does not degrade surface water 
quality. 

82% 15% 1% 2% 0% 

7 
I feel confident and understand the 
process of reporting pollution in a 
creek, lake or storm drain to 3-1-1. 

57% 19% 15% 9% 0% 

8 When reporting to 3-1-1 my issues 
get resolved in a timely manner. 33% 33% 31% 4% 0% 

9 
I would be willing to help with 
community cleanup days where we 
pick up litter along creeks and 
natural areas. 

46% 24% 19% 11% 0% 

10 
I trust Charlotte - Mecklenburg to 
provide services to the community 
fairly. 

44% 28% 24% 4% 0% 

 
 After covering their agreement to statements using a Likert-scale, the survey asked about if the 
respondent had heard or seen any information from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Stormwater Services 
in the past 12 months (Figure 40) and how they like to receive information (Figure 41). The top 
ways that respondents prefer to receive information were TV, email, and Mail/utility bill. 
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Figure	40.	All	respondents	to	Question	15:	Have	you	heard	or	seen	any	information	from	Charlotte-Mecklenburg	Storm	Water	

Services	in	the	past	12	months?	

 

 
Figure	41.	All	respondents	to	Question	16:	How	do	you	prefer	to	receive	information?	

 
One of the main concerns of citizens that had come up at the beginning of the project at HOA 
meetings was flooding. The project did give the participants more information about flooding to 
understand the issue in their neighborhood, Figure 42. Concerns for flooding being caused by 
infrastructure failure (Figure 43) decreased. It would be interesting to find out if this was 
measuring increase trust in Charlotte-Mecklenburg stormwater services in appropriately 
maintaining the infrastructure and/or a better understanding that flooding experience may be due 
to things outside the jurisdiction of the municipality. 
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Figure	42.	Pre,	Post,	and	Event	Distribution	of	Responses	to	Question	9:	Would	you	consider	flooding	an	issue	in	your	

neighborhood?	

 
Figure	43.	Pre,	Post,	and	Event	Distribution	of	Responses	to	Question	7:	How	concerned	are	you	about	broken	stormwater	

infrastructure	and	the	problems	associated	with	it,	such	as	the	potential	for	localized	flooding	and	erosion?	

The research survey participants were aware that litter on the ground picked up by stormwater 
can make our streams and lakes unclean and unsafe with 84 –100% awareness as shown in 
Figure 44. 
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Figure	44.		Pre,	Post,	and	Event	Distribution	of	Responses	to	Question	6:	Are	you	aware	that	litter	on	the	ground	picked	up	by	

stormwater	can	make	our	streams	and	lakes	unclean	and	unsafe?	

As a comparison, 3,515 citizens within the Greater Charlotte Area were evaluated via one 
question about their awareness of litter on the ground making our creek and lake waters unclean 
and unsafe during the customer surveys at the Mecklenburg County Solid Waste Convenience 
Centers in 2019 and 2021. As shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46, customers surveyed as they 
were recycling and/or disposing of trash at the Foxhole Convenience Center had an awareness 
with 95.6% - 98.1%. While those customers at the Hickory Grove Convenience Center 
awareness level was at 96.8% -97.3%. 
 

 
Figure	45.	Results	from	the	customer	survey	at	Mecklenburg	Co.	Convenience	Centers	Survey	2019	
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Figure	46.	Results	from	the	customer	survey	at	Mecklenburg	Co.	Convenience	Centers	Survey	2021	

 
3.7  Results and Discussion for 3-1-1 Calls  

 
Ms. Daisha Williams reviewed over a million data points to discover over 10,000 calls to the 
CharMeck 3-1-1 call center from community members of our target neighborhoods. The data 
was collected for two periods of time, January 2018- March 2020 for historical data and April 
2020 – January 2021 during the research period. The data was assessed to understand the types 
of issues occurring within these communities.  
 
To analyze calls with reference to grant priorities, all calls were either sifted and categorized into 
the categories related to the research (As shown within the Methods in Table 1 and Table 2), or 
deleted, for proper analysis. Therefore, the data was organized in four different documents for 
completing this analysis as shown in Table UU, 3-1-1 Data Groupings During Analysis. 
 
Table UU, 3-1-1 Data Groupings During Analysis 

Data Group Analysis  
NPA Emerald Requests Original Excel data sheet provided by the City of Charlotte 
3-1-1 Miscellaneous Calls Calls that were deemed unrelated to the grant and its priorities 
3-1-1 Final Log Calls that were deemed related to the project which were categorized, 

and color coded by neighborhood and type of call. 
3-1-1 Statistics Statistical analysis of “3-1-1 Final Log” data using Excel for the 

breakdown of call type, frequency, and percentage of cases closed. 
 
The 3-1-1 Final Log assessment data is shown in Table 4 and Table 5 and Figure 47and Figure 
48 for the two periods of evaluation. The major concern in all neighborhoods was bulky items, 
during the second evaluation there was 2,232 reports which are not shown in the graphs. 
Additional areas of concern were illegal dumping, junk accumulation, spilled garbage from solid 
waste services, missed garbage, recycling, or leaf/lawn pickups. tires, and blockage. The 
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comparison of data prior to the research and during the research period indicates the changes in 
perspective and behavior after awareness of stormwater issues, pollutants, and illegal dumping. 
 

Table	4.	:	3-1-1	Final	Log	(April	2020	-	January	2021	Data	(9	months))	

Call Type Lincoln Heights Washington Heights Northwood Estates 
Blockage 3 0 0 

Bulky Items at Curb 8 6 2 
Citizen Feedback 1 0 9 

Clean Catch Basin Request 5 2 0 
Erosion 0 0 3 

Flooding 2 1 3 
Illegal Dumping 10 7 5 

Junk Accumulation  16 28 18 
Missed Bulky Item Pick Up 18 19 1 

Missed Garbage Pick Up 73 57 30 
Missed Recycling Pick Up 71 21 37 

Missed Yard Waste Pick Up 58 12 9 
Spilled Garbage  3 2 2 

Spilled Recycling  1 0 6 
Stormwater 4 1 1 

Street Sweeping Request 6 6 5 
Tires 23 14 16 

Trash Pick Up Request 0 2 0 
 
 

 
Figure	47.	Graph	of	3-1-1	Data	on	Citizens’	Concerns	(April	2020	-	January	2021	Data)	
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Table	5.	3-1-1	Final	Log	(January	2018	-	March	2020	Data	(27	months))	

Call Type Lincoln Heights  Washington Heights Northwood Estates 
Blockage 21 10 2 

Construction Debris 3 0 2 
Erosion 1 0 10 

Flooding 6 6 11 
Illegal Dumping 27 20 47 

Street Sweeping Request 15 10 2 
Spill Garbage/Recycling 9 6 145 

Storm drain damage 1 2 2 
Tires 35 29 69 

Trash Accumulation  56 48 50 
 
 
 

	

Figure	48.		Graph	of	3-1-1	Data	on	Citizens’	Concerns	(April	2020	-	January	2021	Data)	

 
The statistical summary and 3-1-1 reports were used to guide the development of community 
educational pamphlets and the “3-1-1, Having a Voice Workshop”, which focused on 
overcoming mistrust and feelings of being ignored in relation to 3-1-1 calls. The participant 
workshop provided additional in person opportunities, creating an additional feedback loop that 
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can be used by citizens or community leaders to be sure that a 3-1-1 call has been appropriately 
addressed with the goal to build trust and understanding. The 3-1-1 data analysis information 
was utilized to determine the following topics for the workshop: 3-1-1 calls and services, 
flooding, stormwater pollution, solid waste, and capital projects. 
 

3.8   “3-1-1, Having A Voice Workshop”  
 
On June 22, 2021, the virtual “311, Having a Voice” workshop was held allowing participation 
focused on overcoming mistrust and feelings of being ignored in relation to 3-1-1 calls. The 
collaborative interactive workshop was held to:  

i.) Build understanding on the communities’ focus group issues of concerns,  
ii.) Build trust and relationships between municipal staff and neighborhood residents,  
iii.) Share project data and results,  
iv.) Create interactive discussions to answer questions and build understanding, and  
v.) Connect community members with Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Staff, 
Services, and Policies 

 
The workshop idea was developed based on the perspectives and insights shared at a 
Homeowners Association (HOA) meeting on August 29, 2019 attended by Kari Raburn, Rising 
Solutions, PLLC and Kenneth Friday, Mecklenburg County. The HOA meeting demonstrated 
how helpful an opportunity to meet with Charlotte-Mecklenburg personnel would be for the 
citizens. Staff from Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water Services, 3-1-1 Call Center, and 
Charlotte Solid Waste Division participated to provide information about City-County services 
and policies as well as to listen to participants as a means of improving quality of service and 
creating two-way communication. The “311, Having a Voice” workshop announcement, 
informational summary, and agenda are shown in Appendix 6. 
 
This virtual workshop/meeting hosted 83 participants which were 68 citizens along with 11 City 
of Charlotte or Mecklenburg County staff and four researchers.  The CharMeck 3-1-1 phone 
number provided by City-County services for all citizens assigns follow-up response to 
appropriate staff based on the request and information provided for community concerns. 
Through the Zoom virtual platform, the workshop allowed for dynamic conversations between 
participants as shown in Figure 49.  
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Figure	49.	“3-1-1,	Having	a	Voice	Workshop”	Zoom	Virtual	Platform	

 
Listed below are some of the themes and feedback that were generated through the “3-1-1, 
Having a Voice Workshop” discussions and survey. The citizens’ concerns are highlighted 
below: 

• Removal of bulky trash items that would impact our waters in the communities 
• Illicit dumping and what can be done? 
• Creation of new Greenway Activities and impacts of the residents in their respective 

communities –Will this happen? 
• Capital projects for improving community waterways and stormwater project lists with 

levels of importance  
• Need for more information for City or County funding or grants for community projects 

where residents can get support for major projects (i.e., Tree removal)  
• Discussion of potential partnerships with other community and environmentally focused 

groups (i.e., EPA) 
• How to get more done with multiple programs and community neighborhoods working 

together? 
• New or existing grants or funding opportunities? Where do we get more information?	

 
 

3.9  Education and Participation Opportunities 
 
As a research team our goal was to explore educational opportunities to meet the community 
members where they were — go to events and meetings organized by their leaders and share 
about stormwater. There were six education opportunities with at least two that involve each 
community. Based on discussions with community leaders and current familiarity with their 
events and meetings, potential opportunities will include National Night Out, monthly HOA 
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meetings, and community health fairs. Funds were used to support the neighborhood events and 
provide stormwater education. Specific details of these activities were developed with the 
neighborhood presidents and citizens to provide successful events which were of benefit to each 
citizen. The research team created educational handouts (Citizen’s Guide to Stormwater), 
newsletters, postcards, and announcements (Appendix 3) to invite and encourage citizen 
participation in the surveys, community stream clean-ups and storm drain labeling events, along 
with the “3-1-1, Having a Voice Workshop”. 
 
 Data collected from the focus groups and surveys were used to determine what stormwater 
education was included, but the link between litter and water quality as well as how CharMeck 
3-1-1 works were already of interest. In addition, pictures from the pre-study stream indexing 
were used during the education opportunities highlighting baseline data for future studies and 
stream conditions awareness for citizens. 
 

3.10  Barriers and Challenges 
 
As mentioned, some the major challenges were related to COVID-19 and social issues. The 
direct engagement within the communities was limited. Many community members are elderly 
and/or have health issues which increased COVID-19 risks. In addition, research has shown that 
COVID-19 is disproportionately affecting black and minority communities. Therefore, our 
research has prioritized minimizing risks by modifying the original research plans to include 
zoom meetings, events with individual spacing capabilities in keeping 6 feet apart and 
minimizing the number of participants, along with online surveys and community members’ 
leadership with obtaining surveys within their close proximities.  Virtual engagement limitations 
were noted because of the aforementioned demographics, many community members do not 
have access or are not well versed in virtual platforms for communication and engagement. 
Lastly, overcoming persistent and present racial injustice, while finding room for stormwater and 
environmental education and insight. One of our communities, experienced a tragedy during 
their 2020 Juneteenth event where three individuals were killed, and others were injured.  
 

3.11 New Strategic Model for Success  
 
“Neighborhood Empowerment Model” was a powerful result of the research, it enabled us to 
create a new systematic approach to engage with stakeholders and communities.   

1. Meet citizens in their community. 
2. Seek to gain citizens’ perspectives – Listen. 
3. Review historic data from the neighborhood/citizens. 
4. Realize the uniqueness of each neighborhood. 
5. Develop educational materials tailored to the citizens within the community.  
6. Create an opportunity for citizens to have a voice.  
7. Gain insight from small group discussions.  
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8. Track environmental measures to visualize and inform citizens while evaluating 
environmental improvements. 
9. Engage citizens to volunteer and participate in events.  
 

The research and “Neighborhood Empowerment Model” were in alignment with the Information 
Diffusion Process shown in Figure 2 which not only informs citizens but seeks to change 
behaviors through experiences.  
 
In development of Step #9, a meaningful volunteer event development plan using research 
survey results, would include communicating volunteer actions would have a positive impact on 
reducing surface water pollution (50% of responses) and providing details about the work with 
the assurance it would take less than two hours (26% of responses), 
 
The “3-1-1, Having a Voice Workshop”, provided a model for expansion to other SWC member 
municipalities to provide opportunities for citizens to have a voice by expressing concerns 
which, in turn, helps to build relationships, two-way communication, and enhance trust. 
 

3.12 Disseminating Strategic Models and Results 
 
Stormwater, water, and wastewater services are provided to community citizens who would 
benefit from having a stronger community-municipal relationship and understanding of the 
utility services provided.  This citizen focused research project worked to foster community 
engagement and enhance community-municipality partnerships while developing stormwater 
understanding, building water quality awareness, and implementing strategic measures within 
communities. The opportunity to foster understanding and build relationships enabled a two-way 
communication for implementing local illicit discharge detection, citizen science collaborations, 
and positive interactions during field services. The methodology, results, conclusions, and 
recommendations along with the “Neighborhood Empowerment Model” are of value for 
implementation within other municipalities. Therefore, abstracts were submitted and accepted for 
providing presentations to conferences where stormwater professionals would be in attendance. 
In addition to conference presentations, dissemination of strategic models and results will be 
done through reports and presentations for the WRRI-SWC, Regional Stormwater Partnership of 
the Carolinas, and academia, along with website media outreach of the research. 
 
Presentations were given at the American Public Works Association NC - Stormwater 
Conference held in person in Asheville NC as part of opening session for all conference 
attendees; the Southeast Stormwater Association Conference held virtually as part of a 
preconference workshop, Effective Stormwater Public Education and Outreach; the Annual NC 
Water Resources Research Institute (WRRI) Conference in Raleigh, NC; North Carolina 
Association of Flood Plain Managers (NCAFPM) Spring Annual Conference in Atlantic Beach, 
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NC; The UNC Chapel Hill School of Government Stormwater Finance Workshops in Raleigh 
and Asheville; and The Universities Council on Water Resources / National Institute of Water 
Resources  (UCOWR/NIWR) Conference in Greenville, SC which allowed us to share research 
information along with successful strategies and models for other municipalities to implement in 
their communities (Appendix 2). 

4. Summary and Conclusions   
  
With a successful pivot in response to COVID-19, engagement with local community leaders, 
residents in the neighborhood, and stakeholders from local institutions continued so that the 
research goals could be met. The research and engagement activities delivered via zoom 
meetings, socially distant gatherings, educational outreach events, and public presentations were 
effective at enhancing understanding of environmental and stormwater issues at the community 
level. Additionally, the project expanded to create an “Our Voice, Our Water” “Neighborhood 
Empowerment Model” that not only addressed the linkages between litter and stormwater during 
the project but continues to connect the community and municipality in a relationship of trust in 
addressing stormwater concerns.  
 
As a result of the project, local municipalities and communities have created new opportunities 
to implement projects routinely to reduce the impact of stormwater runoff on the water in these 
historically underserved communities. There has been increase in the interaction with citizens 
and municipalities to partner more effectively to provide outreach and education, build 
community volunteer events, and provide routine field services. We have maintained ongoing 
communication with partners and stakeholders while broadening our outreach and impact in 
surrounding communities.  Community and municipal partners have noted the citizen’s 
continued interest and involvement within stormwater management and environmental issues.  It 
is meaningful to know that citizens and The City of Charlotte staff along with the Mecklenburg 
County staff have communicated within the “3-1-1 Having a Voice Workshop” and will seek 
continued communications to address issues and interest within these communities.  
 
Other important lessons were established as a result of this work. The lessons learned from our 
project and community partners include the points of wisdom that were shared. The initial keys 
to the implementation of these community-based initiatives begins with the basic concept of 1) 
Building Trust where the community, municipality, and researcher have mutual understanding 
and respect. Involvement with neighborhood activities and reimagining for the future while still 
embracing the rich history of the community. 
 
The second concept is 2) Learning Community Language which means learning the history and 
how the community has historically operated and communicates internally. “Listening to Learn - 
Each community has its unique way of addressing community concerns.”  Having this 
knowledge is very important in developing and sharing the vision for community engagement. 
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One of our leaders changed the culture of his community where he engaged others with the idea 
of “Learning at the Curb” which was one of several pop-up events wherein the spontaneous 
nature of getting community mobilized to action. Leaders coined the theme of “More Action = 
More Results= More Future Engagement.” 
 
The third concept and final concept is having a high and consistent level of Accountability. This 
accountability will be present when you are fully engaged in the community. Engaging with 
neighborhood leaders in leadership team zoom meetings. One of our community leaders had an 
understanding from community family perspective. Using common human needs through “food” 
and “fellowship,” we were able to witness and engage with how the community heals after 
tragedy and survives challenges of COVID-19.   
	

 	 4.1 Summary and Conclusions 3-1-1 Calls 
 
From the January 2018 to March 2020 data provided, the following topics/questions need to 
be addressed within educational materials, focus groups, surveys and/or workshops: 
• Flooding: What are the flooding concerns of communities as a whole? Are they aware 

of flooding mitigation practices such as rain garden, rain barrels, etc.?  
• Illegal dumping: What kind of things are being illegally dumped and where? If citizens 

are calling in about it at this frequency, then they clearly know it is not allowed, so, do 
citizens ever confront the entity doing the dumping?  

• Trash accumulation: What types of pollution are being accumulated? Is there a specific 
dumping site? What can be done to reduce this accumulation across the board? 

• Tires: How many automotive businesses are there in the area? Could it be coming from 
a specific source? 

	
From the April 2020 to January 2021 data provided, an area of focus moving forward within 
the research neighborhoods was the missed services from Charlotte Solid Waste Services 
which made up majority of the calls within all neighborhoods. Solid Waste Services provides 
Charlotte residents with garbage, recycling, yard, and bulk waste collection services. 
Community members in Lincoln Heights and Northwood Estates expressed direct concern 
over these missed occurrence, stating it has led to an accumulation of trash on the streets in 
certain areas. According to the City of Charlotte, this may happen due to several reasons to 
which include: the bin was over the weight limit, the item is something that is only collected 
on specific days, the schedule was adjusted due to a holiday or weather conditions, an item 
was placed in the bin that the city does not accept, or obstructions were blocking the garbage 
truck from servicing the container. 
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4.2 Primary Project Outcomes   
 
Primary outcomes of the project included: 

• Gaining citizens’ perspectives and insights to priorities for creating successful 
mechanisms for engagement in citizens’ volunteer events and outreach. 	

• Creating a collaborative framework with local citizens to improve their communities by 
decreasing litter, trash and illicit discharges through citizen education and involvement 
for developing awareness and changing behavior.	

• Building connections between neighborhood leaders and citizens to Charlotte – 
Mecklenburg Stormwater for continuing collaborations beyond the research period. 

• Implementing projects and initiatives through Community Planning Grants within which 
the citizens take ownership to ensure their continuation within the neighborhoods.	

• Developing strategic methodologies and guidelines for building collaborations to 
establish neighborhood trust and involvement within underserved communities.  

• Disseminating strategic models and results to stormwater professionals for 
implementation within	municipalities in meeting NC Department of Environmental 
Quality (NC DEQ) municipal separate storm sewer system (MS4) permit requirements. 

5. Recommendations 
5.1  The Human Touch  

 
The impact of COVID-19 in these communities severely impacted the ability of our team to 
execute the original proposed plans. As a result, our research team had to rethink our approach 
and level of engagement to the project. The community engagement model was birthed from the 
need to #1 Meet Citizens in Their Community, where making logical and intentional ways to 
“check in” and support the citizens during this challenging time.  As a team we need to create 
and develop new priorities based on their feedback. The second phase of the model #2 “Seek to 
Gain Citizens’ Perspectives – Listen”, was extremely important for the research team to develop 
the trust and later relationships to be an advocate for member of the communities. 
 

5.2  Learn the History 
 
We acknowledged the need to understand through #3 “Review Historic Data from the 
Neighborhood/Citizens” providing a major learning moment from this research experience. The 
overall success of this project was found in mobilizing and reconnecting members and individual 
neighborhood leaders to their respective communities. As a team, we found ways to pivot and 
continue to engage the neighborhood leaders, residents in the neighborhood, and the stakeholder 
from local municipalities. The engagement activities delivered via zoom meetings, socially distant 
gatherings, stream clean ups, and storm drain labeling outreach events, were effective at enhancing 
understanding of environmental and health-related issues at the community level.  
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5.3  Getting the Ball Rolling 
 
The communities began hosting “pop-up events” cleanup events. These spontaneous and brief 
activities were directly tied to the amount of time invested in constant and regular meetings, 
communication, which for a period of time was a weekly engagement. As an example, one of the 
pop-up events had small group of residents (five) getting together on Thursday afternoon and 
canvasing two streets in their neighborhood and doing storm drain labeling. Naturally due to 
spread of COVID-19, there was a limited neighborhood door-to-door canvasing, however, 
having the community leaders engage in weekly or monthly zoom meetings aided in the 
communication process. Successfully recruiting key community leaders to recruit their 
constituents really help to promote these events. In addition, the idea to incentivized participation 
with food, handouts, small awards for projects, all had a significant impact on the levels of 
engagement. Pop-up events in partnership with additional city and county departments would be 
welcome activities for the future. For example, we can partner with Solid Waste on messaging 
related to the proper disposal of yard waste and tie into the Storm Water message of keeping 
storm drains clear.	

 
5.4  Provide Incentives  

 
We recommend that for future projects sufficient funding should be provided for flexible and 
responsive ways to provide incentives for participation. An example, for participants of our “3-1-
1, Having A Voice Workshop”, they were provided a $10 gift card to Food Lion for their 
participation. As mentioned in our initial proposal, we wanted to create a sustainable change. 
Each of the three neighborhoods were provide a $1,500 community development grant if they 
were able to get support of 7-10 members to engage in some of the stormwater activities. The 
incentive did increase participation and reconnected members of the community. These funds 
provided an opportunity for each community to develop their own project or event focused on 
some aspect of stormwater and stormwater education. These grants had a great impact on 
participation and establishing continued interest around community engagement in those 
respective communities.  
 

5.5  Increase Communication and Opportunities to Engage 
 
In communicating with our city and county municipalities a few suggestions for increasing and 
maintaining this level of engagement includes:  

• Sharing monthly volunteer newsletter and event updates in the community newsletters.  
• Hosting quarterly community forum where community members can address their 

concerns and get updates.   
• Sharing information regarding nearby storm drainage improvement projects and stream 

restorations in community newsletters.  
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• Engage and increase the presentations at nearby elementary, middle and high schools.  
• Creating pop-up events in partnership with additional stakeholders and educational 

messaging. For example, we can partner with Solid Waste on messaging related to the 
proper disposal of yard waste and tie into the Storm Water message of keeping storm 
drains clear.  

• Creating special projects around the holidays, as mentioned pop-up events that would 
provide a giveaway to address community needs. For example, at Thanksgiving, we 
could host a turkey drive and educate about proper grease disposal.  

• Annual large fall and spring clean-up events, scheduled and announced for community 
involvement as the citizens are familiar with what to expect and can encourage all to 
participate.  
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Appendix 1: Abbreviations 
 

Abbreviation    Definition 

CBPR      Community-Based Participatory Research 

CDC     Center for Disease Control 

CharMeck           Charlotte Mecklenburg 

COVID-19    Coronavirus - SARS-CoV-2 

HOA      Homeowners Association 

JCSU      Johnson C. Smith University 

MA     Master of Arts 

MS4      Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 

NC     North Carolina 

NC DEQ     NC Department of Environmental Quality  

NIWR      National Institute of Water Resources 

NPA      Neighborhood Profile Area 

P.E.     Professional Engineer 

PhD     Doctorate Degree 

PI      Principal Investigator  

PLLC     Professional Limited License Company 

Our Voice, Our Water Empowering Underrepresented Citizens of Charlotte-
Mecklenburg with a Voice and Role in Municipal 
Stormwater Program Goals  

Empowering Citizens with a Voice and Role in Stormwater 
Management: “Our Voice, Our Water” 

RSPC     Regional Stormwater Partnership of the Carolinas  
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SESWA    Southeast Stormwater Association  

SWC     Stormwater Consortium 

UCOWR     University Council on Water Resources  

WRRI      Water Resource Research Institute 
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Appendix 2:  Presentations and Publications 
 
Website: 

1. https://www.ourvoiceourwater.com/ 

Publication Citation: 
1.  https://wrri.ncsu.edu/blog/2021/10/charlotte-neighborhoods-celebrate-their-waters-and-

their-voices/    

The Research Highlight Videos (shown during workshop and conference presentations) 
1. https://wrri.ncsu.edu/blog/2021/10/charlotte-neighborhoods-celebrate-their-waters-and-

their-voices/  
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6An95PiOL8 Conferences for the Our Voice Our 

Water – 

 

 
 
Presentations: 
  

1. Presentation at the 2022 University Council on Water Resources (UCOWR)/ National 
Institute of Water Resources (NIWR) Annual Water Resources Conference, June 15th, 
2022 – Greensville, SC. 	
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2. Presentation at the 2022 North Carolina Association of Flood Plain Managers 
(NCAFPM) Spring Annual Conference, May 3, 2022 – Atlantic Beach, NC.	

3. Presentation at the Annual NC Water Resources Research Institute (WRRI) Conference, 
March 24, 2022 – Raleigh, NC.	

4. Presentation at the UNC Chapel Hill School of Government Stormwater Finance 
Workshop, March 9, 2022 – Biltmore Campus for Western Carolina University, 
Asheville, NC 	

5. Presentation at the UNC Chapel Hill School of Government Stormwater Finance 
Workshop, December 8th, 2021 – UNC Chapel Hill Botanical Gardens, Raleigh, NC.	

6. Virtual Presentation at the Southeast Stormwater Association (SESWA) 16th Annual 
Southeast Regional Stormwater Virtual Conference – Preconference Workshop, Oct 6, 
2021.	

7. Presentation at the American Public Works Association of NC Stormwater Conference, 
Opening Session, September 27, 2021 - Asheville, NC.	
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Appendix 3: Announcements, Newsletters, Educational Materials 
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Appendix 4: Survey Instrument 
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Appendix 5: Focus group questions Our Voice Our Water Research 
 
III. Questions: 
 
As participants of this focus group, the research team would like to share these informative 
commercials that provide some information on pollution with stormwater. This commercial will 
share information on the importance of storm drains and stating it flows to the stream, the impact 
when someone dumps illegal substances into the storm drains with paint, a polluted stream, and a 
child where they cannot swim due to pollution.  https://www.regionalstormwater.org/report-
pollution/ 
 
 IV. Questions: 
  
1. What does stormwater mean to you? 
 
2. What would you share as your personal experiences with stormwater?  
 
3. What are your community's experience with stormwater? 
  
4. What is your awareness of the stormwater drains in your community?  

Where does the water go as it flows into the stormwater drains?  
Are there stormwater drains near your home?  
Have you noticed if the drains become blocked by litter, leaves, debris, or in other ways? 

 
5. Have you noticed anyone pouring liquids (oil, paints, etc) or putting items (trash, grass, leaves, 
etc.) into the stormwater drains?  
 
As these drains flow directly into creeks and streams, only stormwater should flow through them. 
Other things into the storm drains would be illicit dumping and become pollutants within our 
water. 
 
6. Do you know how stormwater potentially impacts local waterways? 
  
7. As you consider stormwater management in your community:  

What is going well? 
What currently is not working the way you would like or what issues/opportunities do you see? 
What do you think can be done about it? 
 
8. How can the “trust” and effective two-way communication with local city and county staff be 
developed and maintained? 
   
9. React to this vision statement of “OurVoiceOurWater” and objectives about stormwater 
awareness. It is apparent from the statement it will take all of Our Voices and efforts to 
accomplish the protection of Our Water quality. How does this apply to You and Your 
Community? What can be done? How can it be accomplished? 
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10. What didn’t we ask you that you want to tell us? 
 
An ultimate project goal is two-way communication- People communicating to People 
An interactive workshop will be held in June to engage community members with City and 
County staff members, moving forward your dynamic discussions today to interactive 
collaboration and problem solving! 
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Appendix 6: “3-1-1, Having a Voice Workshop” 
 

 
 

 
 

Empowering Underrepresented Communities of Charlotte-Mecklenburg with a Voice and Role in Municipal Stormwater Program GoalsEmpowering Citizens with a Voice and Role in Municipal Stormwater, “ Our Voice Our Water”

“3-1-1 Having a Voice” Virtual Workshop 

Citizens are Being Heard and Seeking to Bring Forward Two – Way 
Communication Between Citizens and Charlotte-Mecklenburg Storm Water 
Services along with other City of Charlotte Entities

Virtual Meeting Via Zoom: June 22nd   6-7:30pm
Presenters and attendees have capabilities for speaking, asking questions, and discussing 
topics of concern.

Goals: 
• Seeking to have a dynamic engaging discussion. 
• Sharing ideas not just doing presentations.
• Continued communication and collaboration. 
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Agenda “3-1-1 Having a Voice” Virtual Workshop  
“Our Voice Our Water” WRRI-SWC Grant Project 

June 22nd   6-7:30pm 
 

Goals: Having a dialogue, sharing ideas not just presentations, and seeking to have a dynamic engaging discussion.  
You are Being Heard and Seeking to Bring Forward Two – Way Communication Between Citizens and Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Stormwater Services. 
 

Time Title: Topic Presenter 
6:00   “Our Voice, Our Water” – Sharing Perspectives Bryan Patterson, Johnson C. Smith University, 

Assistant Professor of Interdisciplinary Studies, 
Chair of Public Leadership Studies Program 
 
Daisha Williams, Resilience Corps NC,  
Regional Stormwater Educator 
 
Kari Rayburn, Rising Solutions PLLC,  
VP of Chemistry and Engineering 

6:10 Workshop Overview  Regina Guyer, Rising Solutions, PLLC, President 
6:12 3-1-1 – Helping Citizens navigate the system and how 

this service works. 
Linette McCallum, City of Charlotte,  
Partner Liaison Manager Housing and 
Neighborhood Services – CharMeck 311 
 
Keshia Brinkley, City of Charlotte,  
311 Program Analyst 

6:20 Stormwater Pollution – How it affects us, what we can 
do to make a difference and how to report it. 

Sharnelle Currence, City of Charlotte,  
Sr. Public Information Specialist 

6:25 Stormwater Related Problems: Flooding, Sinkholes, 
Erosion - why these problems occur, how to report, 
stormwater investigations, protocols and criteria for 
determining work.  

Kate Labadorf, City of Charlotte,  
Strategic Planning Program Manager 
 

6:30 Stormwater Projects – Examples of the breadth of 
stormwater related projects done by Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Storm Water Services. 

Matt Gustis, City of Charlotte,  
Engineering Program Manager 

6:35 Solid Waste – Pick up updates, Bulky items, illegal 
dumping, and missed trash pickup. 

Erika Wiley, City of Charlotte, Community 
Relations Specialist - Solid Waste Services  

6:40 Introduction to Individuals Who Are Your Resources Regina Guyer 
6:45 Open Dialogue and Share 

(Comments, Questions, and Ideas) 
Verbally and through Zoom “Chat” 

All Attendees 
Facilitators: Bryan Patterson  
Regina Guyer 

7:25 Meeting Summary, Appreciation, Next Steps Bryan Patterson 
 Attendees Complete Information for Gift Cards via Chat 

Link Survey 
 

7:30 Adjourn/End of Workshop Bryan Patterson 
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Appendix 7: Post Workshop Questionnaire 
 

3-1-1 Having A Voice Workshop Follow Up Survey 
1. How did you hear about the 311 Having A Voice Workshop?	  

 
Please Answer these questions on a scale from 1-4; with  
4=Strongly Agree, 3=Agree, 2=Disagree, 1=Strongly Disagree 
 

Statement Scale # Score: 
2. The workshop objectives were clear.	   
3. The workshop met my expectations.  
4. The speakers were knowledgeable.  
5. I will be able to use what I learned in 

this workshop.	 
 

 

6. I would recommend this workshop to 
others. 

 

 
7. What could be improved about this workshop?	  

 
8. Are there any additional topics that you would be interested in hearing more about during 

future workshops?	  

 
9. What is your name?	  

 
10. Which community are you a part of? 

 
11. What is the best email to reach you at?	  

 
12. What is the best number to reach you at? 

 
13. What is your age? 

A. Under 18 
B. 18-24 years old 
C. 25-34 years old 
D. 35-44 years old 
E. 45-54 years old 
F. 55 or older 
G. Prefer not to answer	  

14. What is your gender?	  
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A. Male 
B. Female 
C. Prefer not to answer 

15. Are you of Hispanic or Latina ancestry?	  
A. Yes 
B. No 
C. Prefer not to answer 

 
16. Which of the following best describes your race? 	  

A. Black/African American 
B. American Indian/Alaska Native 
C. Asian 
D. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
E. White/Caucasian 
F. Other ____________________________ 
G. Prefer not to answer 

 
17. What is the highest level of education you completed?	  

A. Attended elementary or junior high school 
B. Attended high school 
C. High School graduate 
D. Attended college, junior college, vocational school 
E. Graduate of a 4-year college 
F. Graduate Study 
G. Prefer not to answer 

 
18. How can your community continue? _________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 8:  Learning Lessons from Our Leaders 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Empowering Underrepresented Communities of Charlotte-Mecklenburg with a Voice and Role in Municipal Stormwater Program Goals

Learning Lessons from Our Community Leaders

• Keys to Implementation: 1) Building trust 2) Learning community language 3) Accountability 
• Listening to Learn- Each community has its unique way of addressing community concerns. 
• Ms. Thelma Byers Bailey - Engaging with neighborhood leaders in leadership team zoom 

meetings. She provided the community family perspective. Through food and fellowship how the 
community heals after tragedy and survives challenges of Covid. 

• Ms. Mattie Marshall - Christmas card made from informational flyers. Involvement with 
neighborhood activities and for neighborhood workshop space in reimagining the community 
surrounding the History Washington Heights Community. 

• Mr. Ron Ross -“Learn at the Curb” and building participation with several events. Mr. Ross 
recognized the need to for action.  “More Action = More Results= More  Future Engagement”

Ms. Mattie Marshall
Washington Heights

Ms. Thelma Byers-Bailey
Lincoln Heights

Mr. Ron Ross, 
Northwood Estates
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